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Abstract
There is now a significant literature engaging with questions around gender and economic gover-
nance in the European Union. This builds upon research that demonstrates the gendered nature of
the economy, and the gendered impacts of policy interventions. This paper draws on that research
to develop an account of the gendered nature of the EU’s crisis response, moving from analysis of
the response to the Global Financial Crisis to some prelimary discussions of the EU’s economic
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The paper shows how at each stage policies generate gen-
dered consequences, and are built upon gendered assumptions about society and the economy.
This paper therefore connects the feminist literature on the European Economic Governance to de-
bates on the COVID-19 response, using a focus on gender and gender equality to examine key
continuities between the crisis fighting of the Global Financial crisis to the establishment of the
Next Generation EU fund.
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Introduction

The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) and the COVID-19 Pandemic are very different crises,
but they are certainly both gendered. A wealth of empirical work documented the gen-
dered consequences of the GFC, with work focused on the European Union (EU)
highlighting the gendered consequences of the austerity measures taken in response to
the crisis (Elomaki, 2012; Bettio, 2013; Karamessini and Rubery, 2013; Bruff and
Wöhl, 2016; Emejulu and Bassel, 2017). While the economic consequences of the pan-
demic, and associated policy responses, are still much fresher, there is already a growing
empirical literature documenting the gendered distribution of adjustment (Cook and
Grimshaw, 2020; Cullen and Murphy, 2021; Rubery and Tavora, 2021). The European In-
stitute for Gender Equality reports that women and men experienced the initial decrease to
employment in roughly similar measure, but that men were much more likely to regain
employment in the following months, raising the prospect for a longer-term employment
crisis for women (EIGE, 2021). In particular, according to the EIGE report migrant
women seem to be experiencing these negative employment impacts the most. Beyond
these broad employment numbers, women are disproportionately employed in some of
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the hardest hit industries, such as hospitality and tourism, and also make up a large pro-
portion of the ‘key workers’ who have been continuing to work outside of home during
the pandemic. In addition, emerging research has pointed to how the shift to home work-
ing has entrenched or even furthered gender inequalities (Javorcik, 2021). This article
takes this similarity – the entrenchment or generation of gendered inequalities – as an im-
petus to explore how feminist analysis of the experience of the GFC in the EU can help us
to understand the current crisis. This is not to make any larger claims about the similarity
of the two moments – indeed, the continuation of this gendered nature is particularly in-
teresting precisely because of the differences between them.

One other important similarity to note is the emphasis on oversight and recommenda-
tion. The post-crisis governance framework of the European Semester required member
states to submit budget plans, and to engage with a yearly cycle of recommendation
and oversight (Verdun and Zeitlin, 2018). In response to the pandemic, and connected
to its overall budget, the EU established the ‘Next Generation EU’ (NextGenEU) fund
to support member states. Within this, the Recovery and Resilience Facility governs the
issuance of grants and loans to the member states, to be spent in line with National Action
Plans (NAPs) that each member state submits to the Commission for approval. So while
much of the process of the European Semester has been suspended due to the pandemic,
the governing logic of oversight and recommendation remains (Fabbrini, 2022;
Vanhercke and Verdun, 2022).

While the rest of the paper works through an overarching timeline of crisis and crisis
response to identify the key lessons to be drawn from feminist analysis, I want to highlight
two key findings of the broader academic literature on economic crisis – that crises are
gendered, and that crises are moments of intense legitimacy work. That economic crises
are gendered may be obvious to anyone who has experienced one, however, as I discuss
below, it is not guaranteed that policy makers will take account of this fact. Work from
feminist economics and feminist political economy has shown how existing gender equal-
ities and existing gender norms within societies shapes the experience of economic shocks
and common policy responses. In particular, Diane Elson’s work on a range of economic
crises in Latin America, Asia, and, recently, Europe has highlighted how male biases
within policy making both serve to obscure the gendered impacts of economic shocks,
and lead to policies which exacerbate them (Elson and Cagatay, 2000; Elson, 2013,
2010, 1994, 1991). I will discuss this gendered nature of economic crisis more in the
sections which follow, however it is an important starting point for the entire paper.

The second such starting point is the connection between crises and legitimacy. For un-
derstandable reasons, economic crises raise questions about the efficacy, and therefore the
legitimacy, of economic policy makers. Moreover, crisis response often involves the de-
ployment of new or less common policy measures, again raising the need for legitimacy.
In the context of the two crises which this paper focuses on, it’s important also to note that
the EU as a whole has been going through processes of legitimation, to greater or lesser
success, for many decades (Schmidt, 2013; McNamara, 2015a, 2015b; Crum and
Merlo, 2020). Feminist analysis adds to this point the finding that legitimacy is deeply
intwined with gender – for example the austerity policies deployed in response to the fi-
nancial crisis were legitimated through gendered discourses (O’Dwyer, 2018). In this pa-
per, this connection between legitimacy and gender will be discussed at various points, as
it connects to many of the key lessons being highlighted. In particular, there will be an
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emphasis on ‘output legitimacy’ rather than ‘input legitimacy’. This distinction, articu-
lated by Sharpf and others (Scharpf, 1999, 1997; Jones, 2009; Schmidt, 2013), helps to
capture the broadness of legitimacy. While the EU can be often said to be lacking in input
legitimacy due to weak or absent democratic oversight, it is the issue of output legitimacy
that this paper will primarily engage with. Output legitimacy is often understood in terms
of the overall benefits of a particular policy – the more beneficial, the more legitimate.
While this is an important aspect, it is not the whole story, and indeed such a formulation
raises additional questions. How is benefit to be defined and measured? And, just as im-
portantly, who decides whether a policy is beneficial? This means that the process of out-
put legitimacy is inherently a discursive one, involving the construction and maintenance
of benchmarks (Pansardi and Battegazzorre, 2018). This is why particular constituencies
were so important to early articulations of output legitimacy, such as trade unions, busi-
ness groups, and other influential economic actors (Scharpf, 1999). Moreover, this then
leads us to look at the gendered nature of these groups, and of the discursive processes
through which actors both seek and bestow legitimacy (O’Dwyer, 2019). The importance
of such discursive processes is highlighted by the developing literature that examines dif-
ferent policy actors communications, often with an explicit emphasis on the role such
communications play in claims to legitimacy (Rosamond, 2014; Schmidt, 2014;
Braun, 2016; Pansardi and Battegazzorre, 2018; Moschella et al., 2020; Vesan and
Pansardi, 2021).

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. I begin by looking at how crises are
conceptualised and constructed, in particular through the process of framing. I then ex-
plore the policy processes of crises, before moving to examine the consequences of crises.
In each of these sections I primarily focus on the experience of the GFC in the EU, draw-
ing out key lessons from the feminist literature before turning to some initial discussion of
the current moment. This structure maps onto the temporal process of crisis, though ap-
preciating that of course such things are never so clearly delineated in reality.

I. The Construction of Crises

The first lesson to be drawn from feminist analysis of the GFC is that the framing shapes
policy responses. To be sure, this is not an insight that is unique to feminist analysis
(Daviter, 2007; Laffan, 2014; Pottier and Delette, 2019). Frames structure potential policy
responses – they set the register in which discussion and debate take place. Crises do offer
opportunities for contestation over such frames, further highlighting their importance. In
fact, a decade on from the GFC, there has been a lot of reflection on how the sequence of
events, with Greece being the first member state to come under extreme pressure, created
a framework for response that closed off alternative avenues, and may have led to the sub-
dued, or even in some cases non-existent, recovery (Buti, 2020).

Critical framework analysis formed the basis of a large body of literature on gender
mainstreaming in the EU (Lombardo and Meier, 2006; Lombardo et al., 2009). It is an
approach that seeks to explore how meanings, of gender or other concepts, are utilised
in the policy process. By seeing how policy discussion is framed, this literature identified
the variation in understandings of gender, and of the problem of gender inequality, as a
primary reason for the failure of gender mainstreaming (Verloo and Lombardo, 2007;
Cavaghan, 2017). Thus, it is clear that the meaning of key concepts – such as gender,
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or crisis – is an important site of analysis at the beginning of the policy process. Given
how much extra-ordinary policy was enabled precisely because of the context of crisis,
it is extremely important to appreciate the political nature of what counts as crisis.
Long-standing economic hardships are rarely framed in crisis terms, meaning that similar
levels of poverty, unemployment, or precarity treated as a crisis in one moment, may be
treated as ‘normal’ in another. This has significant gendered and racialized consequences
(Strolovitch, 2013; Emejulu and Bassel, 2017), building on gendered and racialized ex-
pectations of what is ‘normal’. Moreover, even that economic hardship that developed
in the wake of the crisis, or as a result of the austerity based responses to the crisis, often
did not get incorporated into the crisis frame. This had significant implications for the pro-
cess of normalizing the new economic governance mechanisms, such as the European Se-
mester (Cavaghan and O’Dwyer, 2018), in that when attention turned to recovery and
embedding the new governance mechanisms these consequences for inequality were
not factored in. Moreover, the treatment in much of the academic literature of the past de-
cade as one of particularly intense crisis further invisibilizes the lived experiences of vul-
nerable and already suffering people, reflecting a broader narrowness in the conception of
crisis in this literature (MacRae et al., 2021).

The above means that the understanding of the current crisis – and the frame that ac-
companies that understanding – will be crucial in shaping the politics of the EU’s recov-
ery package, including the NextGenEU funding. Frames can be by looking at the policy
solutions adopted. This is because frames shape policy responses, and so it can be possi-
ble to ‘read back’ to the frame from the responses. Approaching a frame analysis of the
current crisis in this way leads to some worrying initial conclusions. At both the member
state level (Rubery and Tavora, 2021) and EU level (Klatzer and Rinaldi, 2020) the policy
responses show limited signs of engagement with concerns of gender equality, or the
EU’s new Gender Action Plan (Rubery and Tavora, 2021).

For example, early discussions around the recovery funds prioritized male forms of
employment, and male-dominated industries (such as transport and agriculture), in spite
of the fact that female-dominated forms of employment (highly flexible or part time)
and female-dominated industries (tourism and hospitality) have been the hardest hit by
the pandemic and lockdowns (Cook and Grimshaw, 2020; Klatzer and Rinaldi, 2020).
It may be suggested that the emphasis on transport and agriculture is due to the prioriti-
zation of an environmental transition, connected to the EU’s Green Deal. This is clearly
an important factor in a lot of the recovery debates, however it is also worth pointing
out that the Green Deal, and policies for an environmental transition have also been sub-
ject to feminist analysis, and calls for gender mainstreaming in this area point to the cru-
cial role for industries such as care and tourism in any transition (Allwood, 2020, 2017).
So, while it may be that environmental concerns are seen as central to the recovery, envi-
ronmental policies themselves are gendered, and should also be subject to gender
mainstreaming.

Part of the recovery package involves funding national spending, outlined by the mem-
ber states in NAPs submitted to the European Commission. This process builds on the
governance mechanism of the European Semester, meaning that there is a strong potential
of a continuation of the gendered dynamics of that system (Cavaghan and O’Dwyer, 2018;
O’Dwyer, 2018; Cavaghan and Elomäki, 2021). At the time of writing, NAPs are in the
process of being submitted and approved (or not), and so it is not possible to offer a full
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analysis here. However, it is worth noting that despite a requirement in the Recovery and
Resilience Facility Regulation1 to outline the contribution to gender equality of the pro-
posals, some NAPs, the member states have interpreted this in a variety of ways, with sev-
eral having no explicit allocations to gender equality projects. This variation in the
meaning and priority given to gender equality looks quite like a continuation of many
of the challenges of gender mainstreaming (Guerrina, 2020). Importantly, it also indicates
the potential for crises to be read as gender neutral, despite the empirical evidence to the
contrary. Such a reading is a key factor in driving the gendered nature of the policy pro-
cess, which I turn to in the next section.

II. The Policy Processes of Crises

There are many ways in which policy making may be gendered. In this section, I outline
the second lesson – that the legitimation processes of policy-making are gendered. This
line of analysis begins with Elson (1994) who identifies that the gendered nature of the
institutions and networks and spaces of economic policy is what makes gendered policy
and gendered outcomes so inevitable. This starting point is particularly useful because it
allows us to see a policy process as gendered even when – especially when – it is silent
on gender. Rather than seeing silence around gender equality and related concerns in a
policy as a sign of a policy’s ‘gender neutrality’, instead we can see that same silence
as evidence of the perpetuation of the gendered bias stemming from the male dominance
of decision making. This means that work that identifies such male dominance in decision
making is an essential first step in exploring the broader role played by gender in a policy
area (Schuberth and Young, 2011; O’Dwyer, 2019).

For the GFC, analysis of both the EU (O’Dwyer, 2019) and the broader global eco-
nomic governance system (Schuberth and Young, 2011) demonstrated a strong gender
imbalance, in particular at the higher levels of decision making. In particular, key advi-
sory groups or boards within the EU, including the ECB Governing body and multiple
committees established to examine the cause of the GFC and make recommendations
for reforms were often homogeneously male, or featured only one woman among their
membership (O’Dwyer, 2019). This matters in particular as the ideas and documents
established by such groups shape policy making throughout other levels (Cavaghan and
Elomäki, 2021). Since the early years following the GFC, this issue of the
under-representation of women in European economic policy making has become much
more salient, in particular in the European Parliament, where attempts have been made
to increase the number of women nominated to such roles (Begg, 2020).

Partly as a result of this increased salience of gender equality in decision making, the
decision making spaces of 2020 and 2021 look quite different, from a gender perspective,
than those that faced the GFC. At the highest levels, the Presidents of both the European
Commission and the European Central Bank are now women, and both have played a sig-
nificant role in the development of economic policy responses to the pandemic. There is
still some asymmetry in decision making, however. For example, within the Commission
key Directorate-Generals remain male-dominated, especially at the higher levels (Klatzer
and Rinaldi, 2020). Similarly, while the ECB now has a female President in Christine
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Lagarde, she is one of only two female members of the governing council.2 However, the
gendered nature of policy making is not limited to questions of representation - gender
plays important roles in the legitimation processes of economic policy, regardless of the
increased presence of women in positions of power.

Questions of legitimacy in the context of the EU vary greatly across time and policy
areas. (Lord and Magnette, 2004; Follesdal, 2006), and they clearly matter for socio-eco-
nomic governance (Csehi and Schulz, 2022) The method of decision making, whether
following the community method, intergovernmental bargaining or some new hybrid
system, impacts on how the question of legitimacy must be addressed. As indicated in
the introduction, I follow Scharpf (2014, 1999) in his distinction between input and
output legitimacy, focusing on how output legitimacy is generated in the field of contem-
porary economic governance. Input legitimacy is clearly often lacking in EU policy-
making, in particular when non-majoritarian institutions such as the European Central
Bank or the European Commission are empowered. It is this lack of input that has driven
much of the criticism of the EU as having a ‘democratic deficit’, and has led to calls for
increased roles for national parliaments, for example (Schout et al., 2016). Input legiti-
macy is particularly lacking in Europe’s new economic governance regime, as both the
European Parliament and national parliaments are side-lined (Collignon and Diessner,
2016; Dinan, 2016), whilst the technocratic side of the EU is empowered, through the
Commission, the European Central Bank and the committees of the Council (Scharpf,
2014; Dinan, 2016; Seikel, 2016). These criticisms are not new but were justifiably in-
creased since the crisis.

In analysing and evaluating legitimacy and European Economic Governance, then,
output legitimacy is key. A decision has output legitimacy when it is, overall, beneficial
– and crucially, when it is judged to be beneficial by key constituencies. For example,
non-majoritarian institutions such as central banks are legitimized by their output of price
stability: the argument goes that by being removed from political control, they can better
serve the economic interest of the country, and so central banks exert considerable energy
in communicating their success in achieving price stability and other goals connected to
output legitimacy (Braun, 2016; Lokdam, 2020).

As Rosamond notes, ‘the project of economic integration cannot be accomplished
without intensive activism on behalf of the generation of mass loyalties to “Europe”’
(Rosamond, 2002, p. 160). This requires a construction of an idea of ‘Europe’ and a
‘European Economy’ (Rosamond, 2002), which has in practice ignored the gendered
nature of the actual economy (O’Dwyer, 2020). Legitimacy for economic policy making
requires both the construction of the subject of such policy – the European economy – as
well as a discursive justification of the policies undertaken. Such a justification operates
within global systems of economic expertise (Fourcade, 2006), which prioritize a formal-
ized and mathematical vernacular. Entry to, and success within this system requires an
ability to interact with this language, as well as the performance of certain attributes of
expertise, including race, gender, qualifications, and linguistic abilities (Schuberth and
Young, 2011). This means that the male dominance of decision making spaces discussed
at the start of this section actually plays a role in the legitimation process – within the
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transnational economic networks that are similarly male-dominated, male-ness itself can
come to confer authority (Sanday, 1981; Acker, 1990).

Moreover, in seeking legitimacy through communication with networks that are often
silent on gender concerns, it makes sense that perpetuating a similar gendered silence
would enhance claims to output legitimacy. This could be seen in the legitimizing dis-
courses around the austerity policies enacted in response to the GFC, where key architects
of these policies justified and defended them against many criticisms (Buti and
Carnot, 2013), but did not engage with any of the many feminist critiques. Even when
accepting some flaws with the approach, the accounts given by such actors give no im-
pression of appreciating the gendered consequences of that approach (Buti, 2020).

The way in which gendered silences can serve to legitimate economic policy has been
well documented by feminist political economy, in particular through Bakker’s work on
the concept of the ‘strategic silence’ (Bakker, 1994). This idea helps to clarify how silence
on questions of gender are not simply incidental, but in fact serve a purpose in generating
both legitimacy and coherence for economic policy, as observed in the research on the
austerity policies of the EU (O’Dwyer, 2018). Put bluntly, it is difficult to imagine a de-
fence of such policies that acknowledged the, often extreme, gendered consequences of
such policies that would successfully justify such an approach. This is one reason why
both gender mainstreaming and other approaches such as gender budgeting hold such
transformative potential without requiring any specific policies – simply the act of requir-
ing policy makers to engage with, and acknowledge, the gendered consequences of their
decisions creates pressure to adjust them in ways more conducive to gender equality –
and so, in the alternative, policy processes that are silent on gender avoid such pressures.

The politics of generating and maintaining legitimacy in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic may seem initially quite different to those faced by policy makers in the GFC.
The constituencies at play in the generation of output legitimacy are much broader,
reflecting the differences in both the scale and nature of the crisis. While in the previous
crisis, the experience of economic crisis was much more concentrated in some member
states, in this instance all member states faced lockdowns and the resultant economic
damage, though the varying economic strength of the member states still created a
variated experience. However, it is in the longer term that the lessons around legitimacy
may become especially salient. As debates begin to develop over the recovery funds,
and questions around a return to austerity begin to emerge, it is highly likely that a similar
politics of legitimacy will return. What will be interesting to explore is whether the
changes in the representative make-up of decision makers plays a role in this.

The extreme side-lining of gender equality concerns and gendered analysis that was
observable in the early stages of crisis fighting in 2007–10 does not seem to have been
repeated in the development of an economic policy response to the pandemic. This is
an important initial observation, as it shows the potential that there has been some policy
learning, and that perhaps the feminist research discussed earlier has had some impact.
This reflects a change in the broader academic and policy debate, where there is a much
greater engagement with issues of gender and gender equality than a decade ago. It may
be that the very different nature of the economic shock that has resulted from the pan-
demic made such silencing impossible. While most recessions, including that in the
2010s, often cause higher unemployment spikes in male-dominated industries, this was
not the case with the pandemic (Rubery and Tavora, 2021). Instead, the disproportionate
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impact on the female-dominated industries of tourism and hospitality has meant that
women face a greater initial risk to their employment. Moreover, the increase in
lower-hours work also creates potential gendered outcomes (Klatzer and Rinaldi, 2020).
This is not to say, of course, that the GFC did not have significant gendered implications,
with a disproportionate impact on women – as outlined above, it very clearly did. How-
ever, there seemed to a much greater visibility of this impact in the current crisis (Rubery
and Tavora, 2021), though it remains to be seen whether this translates into the policies of
the recovery.

Worryingly, it seems that, so far, the appreciation of the gendered nature of the crisis
has not resulted in a full adoption of gender mainstreaming in the development of the eco-
nomic recovery package. Early debates around the funding package as part of
NextGenEU did not take the gendered nature of the labour market shocks into account.
In an early assessment of the emerging programme, Klatzer and Rinaldi found that all as-
pects of the programme could be classified as ‘gender-equality jeopardizing’ (Klatzer and
Rinaldi, 2020). In particular, the focus of the early documents and discussions around the
spending plans was on particular, and male-dominated, industries such as construction,
agriculture, and transport – highlighting the limited evaluation of the programme from
a gender equality perspective, and also a poor understanding of the gendered nature of
the economy. Through the intervention of the European Parliament, the regulation
governing the NAPs and the recovery funds included a requirement to take account of
the gendered aspects of both the pandemic and future spending plans (Elomaki and
Kantola, 2021). Despite this, there is quite a variety in the level and type of gender anal-
ysis within the submitted NAPs. Clearly, some lessons remain to be learned, and despite
an increase in the level of rhetoric around gender equality, gender mainstreaming has not
been fully embedded in the development of the recovery plan. This is particularly
concerning given that, through the reforms of 2020, the EU’s economic governance sys-
tem has potentially been transformed from a regulatory system to a much more explicitly
redistributive one (Ladi and Tsarouhas, 2020).

III. The Consequences of Crises

The third and final lesson I will discuss concerns the need for – and the challenges to –
gender mainstreaming. Gender mainstreaming was supposed to bring gender sensitive
analysis into all policy making processes at the EU level (Pollack and Hafner-Burton,
2000; Woodward, 2012; Jacquot, 2015a; Guerrina, 2020). The underpinning idea of
gender mainstreaming is that all policies and policy areas have potential implications
for gender equality and inequality, and so all policy processes should incorporate assess-
ment and discussion of gender. It was adopted in the EU as a result of significant activism
both within and outside of the EU institutions and was widely welcomed by feminist
scholars as an opportunity to transform policy making (Lombardo and Meier, 2006;
Hubert and Stratigaki, 2016; Guerrina, 2020). However, more than 20 years after its adop-
tion, there is a broad consensus that sees its success as variable, at best (Jacquot, 2015a;
Hubert and Stratigaki, 2016; Guerrina, 2020). It has become clear that it ‘requires political
will and commitment to be effective’ (Guerrina, 2020, p. 137). This has meant that gender
mainstreaming was only applied in the policy areas where actors were enthusiastic about
the project, leaving several sectors relatively untouched by this supposedly trans-policy
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approach. Indeed, this reliance on political will has also made gender mainstreaming vul-
nerable to what has been described in other contexts as the ‘duty to yield’ (Skjeie, 2006),
meaning that in times of crisis, concerns with gender equality lack priority, and gender
mainstreaming gets side-lined.

Moreover, gender mainstreaming was at the mercy of differing interpretations of its
role and purpose, and differing understandings of the meanings of gender and gender
equality (Lombardo and Meier, 2008, 2006; Jenichen et al., 2018). Both of these findings
point to the importance of actors within the adoption of gender mainstreaming, reflecting
feminist analysis that pointed to the need for actors at various key points in the policy pro-
cess to ensure the adoption of gender equality measures (Woodward, 2004). This means
that analysis of the success or otherwise of gender mainstreaming needs to take account
of the broad remit of the policy making process, including questions of representation
and conceptual understandings.

The limitations of gender mainstream were clearly observed in the case in the re-
sponses to the GFC (Guerrina, 2017; Cavaghan and O’Dwyer, 2018; O’Dwyer, 2020).
One of the first findings of feminist analysis of the various responses to the crisis, at
the EU level, was that of a silence on questions of gender (O’Dwyer, 2020, 2018). This
was in spite of the gendered nature of different phases of the crisis, with
male-dominated industries hit hardest in the earlier stages, and female-dominated public
sector jobs more at risk in later stages. Indeed, as discussed in the first section, there
was significant empirical work done that demonstrated the starting insight of gender
mainstreaming, that all policies can have gendered impacts (Elomaki, 2012; Bettio, 2013).
However, despite this evidence, and despite that fact that some of the research was even
being done by or on behalf of EU institutions or agencies, it did not seem to shape policy
making within the field of economic governance. These two findings – of gendered im-
pacts and gendered silences – are linked. As Diane Elson observed, bias in economic pol-
icy does not need to be explicit. In fact, bias through omission can be a key mechanism
through which economic policy can generate biased policy that increases inequalities
(Elson, 1991; O’Dwyer, 2018). Such an absence ignores the ways in which the actual
economy itself is ‘gendered via the social norms and networks which are functional to
the smooth operation of those institutions’(Elson, 1994, p. 39).

Overall, the years immediately following the crisis have been described as a period of
‘dismantling’ when it comes to gender equality (Jacquot, 2015b, p. 173). This is not to
claim that the financial crisis and related responses created a qualitative change in gender
equality policies, but rather that austerity measures, combined with a narrowing of policy
focus in moments of ‘crisis fighting’ intensified the reductions of resources and attention
committed to gender equality, at both the EU and member state level. This highlights not
only the limits of gender mainstreaming commitments to withstand crisis conditions, but
also shows how crisis can exacerbate or accelerate worrying trends around gender equal-
ity, something clearly possible in the current crisis moment. This creates a wariness
amongst feminist scholarship for seeing crises as moments of opportunity, given previous
crises have been characterised by the entrenchment or even extension of inequalities
(MacRae et al., 2021).

Over time, the governance architecture that emerged from the crisis, in particular the
European Semester, did begin to incorporate some appreciation of the gendered nature
of the economy, though this was primarily through a narrow understanding that
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emphasised the role of gender equality for economic growth (Elomäki, 2015; Cavaghan
and O’Dwyer, 2018). Again, meaning was at the core of the problems facing the inclusion
of gender concerns. In particular, gender equality seemed to be used in an instrumental
sense, building upon earlier uses of ‘business case feminism’ within the EU
(Elomäki, 2015). Additional research at the member state level found similar results, with
a particular understanding of gender equality as equivalent to (and limited to) labour force
activation leading to the co-option of gender equality language in the pursuit of labour
market deregulation. This has been identified by work on Italy (Chieregato, 2021),
Ireland (Cullen and Murphy, 2017) and Finland (Elomäki, 2019), among others.

A key contribution of feminist political economy has been to bring analysis of the pri-
vate or domestic sphere into economic debates (Sassoon, 2018). This has been done
through a focus on the household as a site of economic activity, inequality and normative
contestation and construction (Elson, 1998; Cappellini et al., 2014; Bruff and Wöhl, 2016;
Montgomerie, 2016). Analysis of the economics of the household, that is, the economics
of care work and social reproduction more broadly, highlights the arbitrary nature of
conceptualising the economy as limited to the realm of money – of paid work, finance,
trade and government tax and spending. The study of social reproduction, a sub-field of
feminist political economy, examines the role of reproductive work in the wider economy
(Bakker, 2007, 2003; Roberts, 2013; Cavaghan and Elomäki, 2021; Stevano et al., 2021).
This reproductive work concerns all that is required to reproduce a workforce. This ranges
from the care and raising of children to the domestic labour required to support a work
force and to the communal care work done through family networks or in
neighbourhoods. This work is often, though not necessarily, unpaid. However, despite a
large body of research by feminist political economists, and despite some success in en-
couraging the adoption of gender budgeting processes that would include analysis of re-
productive work in national and international economic analysis (Elson, 2004;
Çağlar, 2010; Addabbo et al., 2018), often this work is obscured or ignored in policy
making.

Within European Economic Governance, this division of economics away from other
policy areas has been a key focus of feminist critique (Bruff and Wöhl, 2016; Cavaghan
and O’Dwyer, 2018; O’Dwyer, 2020). More recently, debates over the relationship be-
tween social policy and economic policy have developed in analysis of the European se-
mester (Verdun and Zeitlin, 2018; Copeland and Daly, 2018, 2015; Zeitlin and
Vanhercke, 2018; Jordan et al., 2020). On one side, scholars argue that the post-crisis gov-
ernance framework, in particular the European Semester, prioritized economic goals at the
expense of social priorities (Copeland and Daly, 2018; Dawson, 2018; Jordan
et al., 2020). On the other side, scholars have noted a trend of increasing attention within
the Semester to social policies, reflective of a gradual ‘socialization’ of the Semester
(Zeitlin and Vanhercke, 2018; Vesan et al., 2021). Miró argues that this trend was
reflected in the decision to suspend Semester rules in response to the pandemic, complet-
ing a process of increased ‘flexibilization’ of fiscal governance (Miró, 2020). This debate
reflects differing conceptualizations of the Semester as a governance tool, meaning that
for many on the ‘anti-socialization’ side of the argument, an increase in social recommen-
dations may actually reflect the ‘economization’ of social policy. In addition, there is
something of a temporal mismatch in this debate, with much of the arguments for
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‘socialization’ emphasizing the gradual nature of the process, and the potential for the full
outcome of such a process to emerge in later rounds of the Semester process.

This debate can look somewhat different when a feminist perspective is taken
(Cavaghan and O’Dwyer, 2018; Cavaghan and Elomäki, 2021). Feminist approaches re-
ject the binary between social and economic, not only for the policy hierarchy it can cre-
ate. When one looks at the changes to gender equality within the EU, it is clear that
economic policy is transforming this supposedly social policy. Moreover, it is the interac-
tion between social and economic policies that constitute the various gender regimes of
states and organizations (Shire and Walby, 2020; Walby, 2020; MacRae et al., 2021).
From the vantage point of the gender regime, economic and social policy are clearly
co-constitutive, and so the question moves from one which explores the relative priority
of either economic or social policy to one which is interested in how the interaction be-
tween the two shapes the policy outcomes that govern a particular society, While, from
the perspective of gender equality, there has been a clear increase in the frequency of ex-
plicit references to gender in the European Semester documents, these are primarily con-
cerned with reforms that improve gender equality in the interest of economic growth and
greater competitiveness (Cavaghan and O’Dwyer, 2018). This means that analysis of eco-
nomic policy needs to not only appreciate its interconnection with other policy areas,
while also appreciating the inherent prioritization of aims within the range of recommen-
dations and measurements that make up the semester.

The gender equality architecture of the EU has, in some ways been strengthened in
more recent years, though perhaps not back to levels seen before that episode
(Ahrens, 2018; Jacquot, 2020). The fact that the Recovery and Resilience Facility regula-
tion does explicitly call for some gender sensitive analysis in the NAPs reflects this. The
question to be asked in this crisis may perhaps be different. Rather than asking why there
is no discussion of gender equality, we must now ask where and how the discussion is tak-
ing place. A key moment, from a feminist perspective, of the development of European
economic governance was the shift of the Gender Equality Unit within the European
Commission from the Directorate General for Employment to that of Justice
(O’Dwyer, 2019; Guerrina, 2020; Jacquot, 2020, 2015b), reflecting a pervasive under-
standing of gender equality as a legal issue. That is, gender inequalities were to be under-
stood as resulting from discriminations (illegal or legal), and so could be rectified by legal
means. This builds upon an understanding of the role of the EU in relation to gender
equality as ameliorative – aimed at correcting existing inequalities. This excludes an un-
derstanding of the role the EU may be playing in creating or enhancing such inequalities
– and this exclusion is built on a framing of the economy as separate from social con-
cerns, including gender equality.

In fact, the economic policies of the EU themselves serve to construct and maintain
gendered hierarchies and inequalities (Cavaghan and O’Dwyer, 2018). That is, it is not
simply that gender inequality concerns should be incorporated into economic policy,
but that there needs to be an understanding that economic policy already is a gendered
policy, albeit one that has often led to increases rather than decreases in inequality. This
understanding underpins a key critique of the EU’s structures, where gender equality
(and, often, other important concerns) are excluded from economic policy making, and
instead seen as a separate area of policy. This leads to disconnections and contradictions
within the EU as a ‘gender constitutive actor’ (Cavaghan and O’Dwyer, 2018), with a
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Gender Equality Strategy that emphasises the economic underpinnings of inequality
(Rubery and Tavora, 2021), but an economic policy system that ignores the gendered un-
derpinnings of the economy.

Conclusions

In this article I have outlined the different ways in which the EU’s economic policy mak-
ing is gendered. In particular, I have emphasized how this gendered nature plays out at
different stages of responding to economic crises. As discussed in the introduction, the
current crisis resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic is, in very many ways, different
to that which resulted from the GFC. Despite this, there are some similarities in the policy
responses to both crisis. Moreover, the lessons that can be taken from feminist analysis of
the GFC have clear applications in analysis of the current crisis, as I have shown within
each section. I have shown, firstly, the importance of framing in constructing crises. The
frames which are used shape the policy process which follows, raising the second lesson
this paper highlighted – that the legitimation of policy-making is a gendered process. Fi-
nally, I explored the gendered consequences of crises, highlighting the need for gender
mainstreaming, as well as the limits of its current application. Across these lessons, both
continuations and the changes between the two crises highlight the centrality of gender to
economic policy making, and the importance of understanding for developing compre-
hensive analysis.

As European Economic Governance moves into a new phase, complete with the
spending capacities derived from the Recovery and Resilience facility, the importance
of such feminist analysis has perhaps never been greater. While the oversight and recom-
mendations of the European Semester were gender constitutive, in that they shaped the
gendered regimes of economic and social policy, they were often limited in their impacts.
Now with significant financial support available through a similar process, the gendered
consequences will be significant. This means that the transformation imagined by the
NextGenEU project will be a gendered transformation – but will it be one that reduces
gender inequalities, or creates new ones and entrenches existing ones? The lessons
outlined in this paper offer a starting point for answering this question.
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